Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has been used to image the morphology of developing neurons and their processes. Additionally, AFM can physically interact with the cell under investigation in numerous ways. Here we use the AFM to both three-dimensionally image the neuron and to inflict a nano/micro-puncture to its membrane. Thus, the same instrument used as a tool to precisely penetrate/cut the membrane at the nanoscale level is employed to image the morphological responses to damage. These first high resolution AFM images of living chick dorsal root ganglion cells and cells of sympathetic ganglion and their growing processes provide confirmation of familiar morphologies. The increased resolution of the AFM revealed these structures to be significantly more complex and variable than anticipated. Moreover we describe novel, dynamic, and unreported architectures, particularly large dorsally projecting ridges, spines, and ribbons of cytoplasm that appear and disappear on the order of minutes. In addition, minute (ca. 100 nm) hair-like extensions of membrane along the walls of nerve processes that also shift in shape and density, appearing and disappearing over periods of minutes were seen. We also provide "real time'' images of the death of the neuron cell body after nano/micro scale damage to its membrane. These somas excreted their degraded cytoplasm, revealed as an enlarging pool beneath and around the cell. Conversely, identical injury, even repeated perforations and nanoslices, to the neurite's membrane do not lead to demise of the process. This experimental study not only provides unreported neurobiology and neurotrauma, but also emphasizes the unique versatility of AFM as an instrument that can (1) physically manipulate cells, (2) provide precise quantitative measurements of distance, surface area and volume at the nanoscale if required, (3) derive physiologically significant data such as membrane pressure and compliance, and (4) during the same period of study-provide unexcelled imaging of living samples.
Introduction
Since its inception in 1986 (Binnig et al., 1986) , Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has provided unparalleled imaging of organic and inorganic materials (Engel et al., 1999; Lee, 2000) , though evaluation of living biological materials has been relatively limited (Morris et al., 1999) . The evaluation of living cells has concentrated on internal cellular organelles (Lal et al., 1995) or nanoscale features of the surface including gap junctions, ion channels and focal adhesions (Jena, 1997) . These studies make good use of the versatility and enormous power of resolution afforded by this technology. On the other hand, three-dimensional evaluation of the overall architecture of living cells has received little systematic study. Specifically, images of neurons and their growing tips (growth cones) by AFM have not been re- * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
ported. This is in spite of the fact that AFM provides increased power of magnification/resolution coupled to real-time imaging of living samples-capabilities not shared with any other single imaging modality. AFM also provides the investigator with an unequaled measurement capability for minute samples (Snyder & White, 1992) , permitting precise computation of surface areas, volumes, and linear distance.
Here we provide the first clear, high resolution three-dimensional images of living neurons derived from embryonic chick dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and sympathetic ganglia in vitro using a Digital Instruments Scanning Probe Microscope (see also Ricci et al., 2004; Figs. 1-4) . Although neuronal morphology has been intensely studied for over a century (DeFelipe & 0300-4864 C 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers M CN ALLY and BORGENS Fig. 1 . AFM imaging and quantification of structure. The inset at the top right is a light micrograph taken previous to AFM imaging of cultured cells typical of those used for these studies (see Methods). Adjacent to it a single growth cone is shown after three-dimensional reconstruction, the "height mode'' image of the same growth cone is shown at the bottom left. The color table to the right shows height in the z-axis. Note the three index lines crossing the growth cone (red, white, and green) scribed by the investigator. The actual height profile along these lines is provided in the graph above. The actual distance between the cursors is given in the table to the right of the growth cone. In addition to graphics, these quantitative capabilities are components of the AFM system. Jones, 1988) , the resolution of the AFM reveals new three-dimensional architectures suggesting novel functional characteristics as we discuss. In particular, we emphasize the dynamic, minute-by-minute assembly and disassembly of spines and "thorn-like'' structures in the vertical axis of both the growth cone and soma, as well as fine hair-like extensions from the walls of neurites.
The AFM has also been employed to physically interact with the sample under investigation as a nanomanipulator for the mechanical movement of atoms (Eigler & Schweizer, 1990) , fabricating nanoelectronics (Piner et al., 1999) , and for molecular force measurements (Colton et al., 1997) among others. In this study, we used the AFM to both: (1) make precise nano/micro punctures to the membranes of the nerve cell body (soma) and the terminal ends of growing neurites, and (2) subsequently image the same cell after withdrawing the AFM's nanoprobe from the surface.
Methods and materials

SAMPLE ORIGIN, DISASSOCIATION, AND CULTURE
Chick DRGs and sympathetic ganglia were dissected from 7 1 2 -8 day old chick embryos by conventional methods. Individual neurons were obtained from the tissue by conventional procedures involving trituration, enzymatic digestion (using trypsin in Puck's medium), and differential centrifugation. Cell suspensions were moved to 35 mm Petri dishes and cell density within these samples was monitored using a hemocytometer. For the purposes of this study we attempted to obtain primary cultures on the order of 40,000 cells/35 mm petri dish-plated on a substrate of polyornithine and laminin, and maintained at 37
• C in 5% CO 2 . Healthy DRG neurons on laminin, for example, will attach to the substrate and begin to form process within 24 hours.
A 2% neuron growth medium (Ventimiglia & Lindsay, 1998) containing nerve growth factor (NGF), vitamin C, insulin (Sigma Chem. Co., I-6634), and penicillin /streptomycin (Sigma Chem. Co., P-0906) was used in these studies.
